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researchers with bitter distaste for their adversaries and often
with bruised egos.
Interestingly, despite his assertions to the contrary, Kandel
makes research look easy. Perhaps because the experiments
and techniques are described with such clear, precise language, and the results—at one time revolutionary—are now
accepted as matters of fact, the naive reader might get the
feeling that all it takes to win a Nobel Prize is a good idea
and a hard head. Nevertheless, the anticipation of a single,
successful experiment engulfs the reader like a good thriller,
and the special relationships forged among close-working
labmates and collaborators, such as Kandel and his dear
friend Alden Spencer, give the science a very human feel.
Scientists will find such a clear depiction of the life of a
researcher gratifying.
Kandel ends his journey through the last century of the science of mind with his perspectives on the future of brain
research and on changes in
the academic community—particularly the biotech explosion
and the evolving relationship between academia and
industry. With half a century’s
experience, his ideas are
progressive yet cautious, and always given the utmost ethical
consideration. Young researchers will be inspired by Kandel’s
indefatigable enthusiasm to pursue the unknown and to break
down barriers between disciplines.
Following his Nobel Prize, Kandel worked with the Austrian
president and minister of education to create a symposium
designed to address, for the first time at such an official
level, Austria’s mistreatment of Jews and the intellectual and
cultural losses suffered as a result. During a trip to culminate
that work, Kandel returned to the door of the tiny apartment
in Vienna where he played with his blue toy car, undoubtedly much more aware of what was happening in his brain
when his eyes perceived the familiar surroundings and briefly
replayed moments of his youth. Although at times chronologically disjointed, In Search of Memory retraces the steps that
brought Kandel and his memories back to that door.
doi:10.1124/mi.7.1.8
Dayle Houston is a graduate student in the laboratory of Ken Harden at the
Department of Pharmacology,
University of North
Carolina—Chapel Hill.
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Washington DC Principles

FREE ACCESS
to SCIENCE
for

www.dcprinciples.org

The 7 Principles
As not-for-profit publishers, we see it as our mission to
maintain and enhance the independence, rigor, trust, and
visibility that have established scholarly journals as reliable filters
of information emanating from clinical and laboratory research.
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As not-for-profit publishers, we reinvest all of the revenue
from our journals in the direct support of science
worldwide, including scholarships, scientific meetings, grants,
educational outreach, advocacy for research funding, the free
dissemination of information for the public, and improvements in
scientific publishing.
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As not-for-profit publishers, we have introduced and will
continue to support the following forms of free access:
a. Selected important articles of interest are free online from
the time of publication;
b. The full text of our journals is freely available to everyone
worldwide either immediately or within months of
publication, depending on each publisher’s business and
publishing requirements;
c. The content of our journals is available free to scientists
working in many low-income nations;
d. Articles are made available free online through reference
linking between these journals;
e. Our content is available for indexing by major search engines
so that readers worldwide can easily locate information.

We will continue to work to develop long-term
preservation solutions for online journals to ensure the
ongoing availability of the scientific literature.
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...About the
Washington
DC Principles
The Washington DC
Principles is a commitment
from 50 (and growing)
medical/scientific societies
and publishers to provide
free access and wide
dissemination of published
research findings.
The DC Principles provide
what has been called the
needed “middle ground” in
the increasingly heated
debate between those who
advocate immediate
unfettered online access to
medical and scientific
research findings and
advocates of the current
journal publishing system.
The document was drafted in
response to recent claims
that these publishers’
practices hinder the public’s
ability to access published
scientific research.

We will continue to work with authors, peer-reviewers, and
editors for the development of robust online and
electronic tools to improve efficiency of their important
intellectual endeavors.
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We strongly support the principle that publication fees
should not be borne solely by researchers and their
funding institutions, because the ability to publish in scientific
journals should be available equally to all scientists worldwide, no
matter what their economic circumstances.
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As not-for-profit publishers, we believe that a free society
allows for the co-existence of many publishing models,
and we will continue to work closely with our publishing colleagues
to set high standards for the scholarly publishing enterprise.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION,
CONTACT:
The American
Physiological Society,
9650 Rockville Pike,
Bethesda, MD 20814-3991 (USA),
Phone: 301-634-7118,
Fax: 301-634-7241,
E-mail: mfrank@the-aps.org,
Web: www.dcprinciples.org
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